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The Leading Rotor Blade Designer.

WINDnovation Engineering Solutions GmbH
Founded in 2007, we worked in the Berlin-Energieforum for 10 years, and have developed to be the
leading rotor blade designer and a wind turbine
developer. In 2018, WINDnovation moved into a
newly built and company owned office located in
the Technology Park Berlin-Adlershof−a place
for generating innovations since the very early
days of aviation.
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Over the years, rotor blades of all sizes and power
ratings, various terrains and wind conditions were
developed successfully. Every of those rotor blade
is developed to fit our customers’ and the specific
local conditions. This allows us to always achieve
optimum results for our international customers.
Our team is composed of extremely competent
engineers from various disciplines such as aerodynamics, load simulations, material science, and
production technologies. This allows us to develop
rotor blades entirely in-house. The integration of
all design disciplines and the close interaction
between our engineers allows us to find the
perfect balance between the various design
conflicts and requirements.

Rotor Blade Design

Technology Transfer

The rotor blades catch the wind to be transformed
to electrical energy. Their aerodynamic efficiency
is one of the key parameters for a well-working
wind turbine. Based on airfoils developed at TU
Delft, the WINDnovation blades show high performance, reasonable loads and smooth operational
behavior.

WINDnovation engineers have a sound knowledge
not only in desktop jobs but also know what to do in
order to transfer their engineering jobs into reality.
A production start-up for rotor blades can be
supported on-site from factory planning to supervision of manufacture and testing of prototypes.
WINDnovation engineers worked successfully on
such projects in the Netherlands, in Canada and the
USA as well as in Korea, India, Brazil and China.

The structural design of the rotor blade provides
the required mechanical properties (stiffness,
flexibility, deflection, natural frequencies, operational characteristics) with minimum material
input.
A balanced rotor blade design is always a tradeoff between aerodynamics, loads and structural
demands. Our engineers deep knowledge and
understanding of all design disciplines lead to
optimized rotor blade designs well adapted to the
requirements of the customers.

Load Calculations
Calculating the loads of all its major components
is one of the core tasks in the design process of a
wind turbine. In combination with the controller
design, the load calculation is highly iterative and
complex. Based on the rules and regulations
selected, all possible situations that can occur
during the lifetime of a wind turbine are simulated
and the results are carefully evaluated. These
results are documented certification-ready.
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The WINDblades
The WINDblades are a family of rotor blades matching
the demands of all major markets. The carefully
adjusted balance between performance and loads
makes the WINDblades an efficient rotor solution
for most pitch controlled wind turbines.
The aerodynamic design of our rotor blades is
based on recent airfoil developments of TU Delft.
WINDnovation integrates those airfoils into blades
with excellent performance and smooth operational
behaviour. The structural design and the selection
of the materials enable rotor blade manufacturers
worldwide to successfully produce the WINDblades.
Our team for technology transfer provides comprehensive and efficient support to the start-up of rotor
blade manufacture.

Wind Turbine Design
We are the experts for the development of small
and medium sized wind turbines for market
entrants. From the first idea to commissioning of
the turbine, we guide our customers through all
project stages.

Concept Design
The first step in a successful wind turbine design
is the definition of a concept that fits to the requirements of the intended markets. Key parameters
are to deliver high energy output at reasonable
cost and to comply with supply chain possibilities
and infrastructure restrictions. The WINDnovation
team carefully analyses its customers’ demands
and develops a turbine concept that matches
these requirements. In close cooperation with the
customer, the turbine is detailed in later design
stages certification-ready.

Controller Design
The wind turbine controller determines the complete
operational behavior of the turbine. WINDnovation
puts high efforts on defining well-tuned operating
procedures and to implement them into the wind
turbine controller. Such controller optimization will
minimize the loads and maximize the turbine
performance and is closely linked to the system
integration process.
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Component Design and
System Integration
A successful wind turbine requires a careful design
of all major turbine components and their integration into the turbine system to make them work
together most efficiently. Our engineers carefully
balance the partly conflicting design targets to
ensure a purposeful interaction of all components.
The system integration process has to be started in
an as-early-as-possible stage of the development
to ensure a cost and time efficient design process.
WINDnovation uses state-of-the-art analysis tools
for design and integration of these components into
a cost efficient wind turbine.

The WINDhawcs
The WINDhawcs are wind turbines developed by
WINDnovation that closely match the requirements
of emerging markets. Simple design and easy manufacture allow a big amount of localization for production of the turbines. The operational concept aims
for low maintenance and low Cost-of-Energy. WINDhawcs are available for 200kW, 500kW and 1000kW
rated power. Documentation of the WINDhawcs is
delivered certification-ready. We support the manufacturing start-up in our customers’ workshops.

Software Tools
made by WINDnovation
To develop successful products, it is important to
give the project engineers the best possible working
environment including efficient and comprehensive
calculation tools. This allows the most efficient
approach to solve a given task. Freeing the engineers from time consuming routine tasks opens
room for creativity to find new solutions.
Over time we have developed efficient and highly
specialized software tools for doing rotor blade
calculations. The analysis methods implemented in
those software tools are in line with international
certification standards for rotor blades. Certificates
for rotor blades calculated by our software tools
have been issued by DNVGL, UL/DEWI-OCC, TÜV,
CGC and CCS.
In order to strengthen the cooperation with our international partners, we are currently making our
software tools available to rotor blade designers,
certification authorities, material suppliers and
universities worldwide.
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WINDnovation is proud to cooperate closely with

the following outstanding companies & institutions:

Blade Production

Consulting

AEOLON, PR China. aeolon.com.cn

Freqcon, Germany. freqcon.com

Aeris, Brazil. aerisenergy.com.br
ARIMT, PR China. arimt.com

Partner

CARTFLOW, Italy. cartflow.com

Goldwind, PR China. goldwindglobal.com

Chong Tong Group, PR China. cqgic.com

VENSYS Energy AG, Germany. vensys.de

GURIT RedMaple, PR China. gurit.com
INOX Wind, India. inoxwind.com
LZblades, PR China. lzfrp.com
Regen Powertech, India. regenpowertech.com
SINOI, Germany. sinoi.de
Sinomatech, PR China. sinoma.com.cn
SUNRUI, PR China. sunruifd.com
TPI, USA. tpicomposites.com
WEG, Brazil. weg.net

Blade Testing
Fraunhofer IWES, Germany. iwes.fraunhofer.de
SGS, PR China. sgsgroup.com
Zhong Zeng Tech, PR China.

Research
DTU Wind Energy, Denmark. vindenergi.dtu.dk
FH Kiel, Germany. fh-kiel.de
IMA Materialforschung und Anwendungstechnik GmbH, Germany. ima-dresden.de
TU Delft, Netherlands. tudelft.nl
UC Davis, USA. ucdavis.edu
WEG, Brazil. weg.net

Services
cp.max Rotortechnik GmbH & Co. KG., Germany. cpmax.com
eaWind, Turkey. eawind.com
RotorExperts GmbH, Germany. rotorexperts.com

Certification
DNV GL, Denmark and Germany. dnvgl.com
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TÜV NORD Systems GmbH + Co. KG, Germany.
tuev-nord.de
TÜV Rheinland AG, Germany. tuv.com
TÜV SÜD AG, Germany. tuev-sued.de
UL International (DEWI-OCC), Germany.
aws-dewi.ul.com/dewi-occ/
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